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Abstract. In biological learning, data are used to improve performance simultaneously on the current task, as well as previously
encountered and as yet unencountered tasks. In contrast, classical machine learning starts from a blank slate,
or tabula rasa, using data only for the single task at hand. While typical transfer learning algorithms can improve
performance on future tasks, their performance on prior tasks degrades upon learning new tasks (called catastrophic
forgetting). Many recent approaches have attempted to maintain performance given new tasks. But striving to
avoid forgetting sets the goal unnecessarily low: the goal of progressive learning, whether biological or artificial,
is to improve performance on all tasks (including past and future) with any new data. We propose representation
ensembling, as opposed to learner ensembling (e.g., bagging), to address progressive learning. We show that
representation ensembling—including representations learned by decision forests or deep networks—uniquely
demonstrates improved performance on both past and future tasks in a variety of simulated and real data scenarios,
including vision, language, and adversarial tasks, with or without resource constraints. Beyond progressive learning,
this work has immediate implications with regards to mitigating batch effects and federated learning applications.
We expect a deeper understanding of the mechanisms underlying biological progressive learning to enable further
improvements in machine progressive learning.
Learning is the process by which an intelligent system improves performance on a given task by
leveraging data [1]. In biological learning, learning is progressive, continually building on past knowledge
and experiences, improving on many tasks given data associated with any task. For example, learning
a second language often improves performance in an individual’s native language [2]. In classical
machine learning, the system often starts with essentially zero knowledge, a “tabula rasa”, and is
optimized for a single task [3, 4]. While it is relatively easy to simultaneously optimize for multiple tasks
(multi-task learning) [5], it has proven much more difficult to sequentially optimize for multiple tasks [6, 7].
Specifically, classical machine learning systems, and natural extensions thereof, exhibit “catastrophic
forgetting” when trained sequentially, meaning their performance on the prior tasks drops precipitously
upon training on new tasks [8, 9]. This is in contrast to many biological learning settings, such as the
second language learning setting mentioned above.
In the past 30 years, a number of sequential learning algorithms have attempted to overcome
catastrophic forgetting. These approaches naturally fall into one of two camps. In one, the algorithm
adds (or builds) resources as new data arrive [10, 11]. Biologically, this corresponds to development,
where brains grow by adding cells, synapses, etc. In the other, the algorithm has fixed resources, and
so must reallocate resources (essentially compressing representations) in order to incorporate new
knowledge [12, 13, 14, 15]. Biologically, this corresponds to adulthood, where brains have a nearly fixed
or decreasing number of cells and synapses.
Approaches from both camps demonstrate some degree of continual [16], or lifelong learning. In
particular, they can sometimes learn new tasks while not catastrophically forgetting old tasks. However,
as we will show, most state of the art algorithms are unable to transfer knowledge forward, and none are
able to transfer knowledge backward, both key capabilities in progressive learning.
We present an approach to progressive learning called “representation ensembling”. Representation
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ensembling algorithms sequentially learn a representation for each task, and ensemble both old and
new representations for all future decisions. The task-specific representations can be learned using
any desirable mechanism. We implement two complementary representation ensembling algorithms,
one based on decision forests (Lifelong Forests), and another based on deep networks (Lifelong Net-
works). Simulations illustrate the limitations and capabilities of these approaches, including performance
properties in the presence of adversarial tasks. We then demonstrate the capabilities of ensembling
representation approaches on multiple real datasets, including both vision and language applications.
Although ensembling representations are resource building, we illustrate that they can effectively leverage
prior representations, and therefore, continue to develop, converting from the juvenile resource building
state to the adult resource recruiting state, while maintaining their progressive learning capabilities.
1 Background
1.1 Classical Machine Learning Classical supervised learning [17] considers random variables
(X,Y ) ∼ PX,Y , where X is an X -valued input, Y is a Y-valued response, and PX,Y ∈ PX,Y is the
joint distribution of (X,Y ). Given a loss function ` : Y × Y → [0,∞), the goal is to find the hypothesis,
or predictor, h : X → Y that minimizes expected loss, or risk, R(h) = EX,Y [`(h(X), Y )] . A learning
algorithm (or rule) is a sequence of functions, f = (fn), where each fn maps from n training samples,
Dn = {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1, to a hypothesis, fn : (X × Y)n → H. A learning algorithm is evaluated on its
generalization error E (or expected risk) at a particular sample size n: E(fn) = E [R(fn(Dn))] , where
the expectation is taken with respect to Dn. The goal is to find a fn that has a small generalization
error assuming each (X,Y ) pair is independent and identically distributed from some true but unknown
PX,Y [17].
1.2 Lifelong and Progressive Learning Lifelong learning tasks generalize classical machine learning
tasks in two ways: (i) instead of one task, there is an environment of (possibly infinitely) many tasks,
and (ii) data arrive sequentially, rather than in batch mode. The goal in lifelong learning, given data
from a new task, is to use all the data from previous tasks to achieve lower generalization error on this
new task, while not forgetting much about the previous tasks (that is, generalization error not increasing
much). Previous work in lifelong learning falls loosely into two algorithmic frameworks: (i) learning
models with parameters specific to certain tasks and parameters shared across tasks [18], and (ii)
decreasing the “size" of the hypothesis class with respect to the amount of training data [19]. Some
approaches additionally store or replay (rehearse) previously encountered data to reduce forgetting [12].
In some scenarios (‘task-certain’), the learner is certain about all task details for all tasks. In others,
(‘task-uncertain’), the learn may not know that the task has changed at all. Because the task-certain
scenario is easier, we focus the sequel on task-certain scenarios.
Here, we introduce progressive learning. An algorithm has progressively learned if, given new data,
it improves performance on future and past tasks (rather than simply does not forget past tasks). Note
that this is much stronger than simply avoiding catastrophic forgetting.
2 Evaluation Criteria We define transfer efficiency as the ratio of the generalization error of (i) an
algorithm that has learned only from data associated with a given task, to (ii) the same learning algorithm
that also has access to other data. Let Rt be the risk associated with task t, Rt(f tn) denote the risk on
task t of the hypothesis learned by fn only on task t data, and Rt(fn) denote the risk on task t of the
hypothesis learned one all the data.
Definition 1 (Transfer Efficiency). The transfer efficiency of algorithm f for given task t with sample
size n is TEt(fn) := E
[
Rt(f tn)/R
t(fn)
]
. Algorithm fn has transfer learned if and only if TEt(fn) > 1.
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To evaluate a progressive learning algorithm while respecting the streaming nature of the tasks, it is
convenient to consider two extensions of transfer efficiency.
Forward transfer efficiency is the expected ratio of (i) the risk of the learned hypothesis with access
only to task t data, to (ii) that with sequential access to the data up to and including the last observation
from task t. This quantity measures the relative effect of previously seen out-of-task data on the
performance on task t. Formally, let N t = max{i : Ti = t}, be the index of the last occurrence of task t
in the data sequence. Let D<tn = {(X1, Y1, T1), ..., (XNt , YNt , TNt)} be all data up to and including that
data point, and f<tn is the algorithm trained on only D<tn .
Definition 2 (Forward Transfer Efficiency). The forward transfer efficiency of fn for task t given n
samples is FTEt(fn) := E
[
Rt(f tn)/R
t(f<tn )
]
.
We say an algorithm (positive) forward transfers for task t if and only if FTEt(fn) > 1, or if log FTEt(fn) >
0. In other words, if FTEt(fn) > 1, then the algorithm has used data associated with past tasks to
improve performance on the current task.
One can also determine the rate of backward transfer by comparing R(f<tn ) to the risk of the
hypothesis learned having sequentially seen the entire training sequence. Backward transfer efficiency
is the expected ratio of (i) the risk of the learned hypothesis with access to the data up to and including
the last observation from task t, to (ii) the risk of the learned hypothesis with access to the entire data
sequence. Thus, this quantity measures the relative effect of future task data on the performance on
task t.
Definition 3 (Backward Transfer Efficiency). The backward transfer efficiency of fn for task t given n
samples is BTEt(fn) := E
[
Rt(f<tn )/R
t(fn)
]
.
We say an algorithm (positive) backward transfers for task t if and only if BTEt(fn) > 1, or if
logBTEt(fn) > 0. In other words, if BTEt(fn) > 1, then the algorithm has used data associated
with new tasks to improve performance on previous tasks.
The risk ratio defining TE factorizes into that defining FTE and BTE: TEt(fn) = E
[
Rt(f tn)
Rt(fn)
]
=
E
[
Rt(f tn)
Rt(f<tn )
× Rt(f<tn )Rt(fn)
]
.
3 Representation Ensembling Our approach to progressive intelligence relies on hypotheses h :
X → Y that can be decomposed into three constituent parts: h(·) = w ◦ v ◦ u(·). The transformer, u,
maps an X -valued input into an internal representation space X˜ [20, 21]. The voter v : X˜ → PY |X˜
maps the transformed data point into a posterior distribution on the response space Y . Finally, a
decider w : PY |X˜ → Y , such as “argmax", produces a predicted label1. Our key innovation is
building decision rules that ensemble representations learned by transformers across tasks. In
particular, a representation learned for task t might be a useful representation for task t′ and
vice versa. Combining these two representations can improve performance on both t and t′ and can
be extended to an arbitrary number of tasks (Figure 1). This extends previously proposed approaches
which only transferred forwards, from past to future tasks [10, 24].
Suppose after n samples we have data from a set of tasks in Tn. We desire algorithms that use data
from task t′ to transfer knowledge to task t, for all t, t′ ∈ Tn. Let ht = wt ◦ vt ◦ ut be the hypothesis
learned for task t. Define the cross-task posterior as the function that votes on classes in task t using
the representation output by the transformer for task t′. For example, when using decision trees, this
1In coding theory, these three functions would be called the encoder, channel, and decoder, respectively [22, 23]
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Figure 1: Schemas of composable hypotheses in various learning settings.
corresponds to learning the partition of a tree from task t′, and then pushing data from task t through
it to learn the task t posteriors: vt ◦ ut′ . Given |Tn| tasks, there are |Tn| such cross-task posteriors for
each task. The task t decider wt then ensembles the votes to obtain a final posterior on Y learned from
all tasks, for example, by averaging. The task-ensembled hypothesis ht is thus:
(1) ht(·) = wt ◦ 1|Tn|
∑
t′∈Tn
vt ◦ ut′(·).
Using the above approach for ensembling representations, given a new dataset associated with task
s, incorporating information from this new dataset is straightforward. Indeed, it only requires learning a
single-task composable hypothesis from the new task hs = ws ◦ vs ◦ us, the |Tn| cross-task posteriors
{vs ◦ ut}t∈Tn for task s, and a new cross-task posterior {vt ◦ us} for each of the original |Tn| tasks. The
corresponding functions are updated by augmenting the environment, Tn ← Tn ∪ {s}, and then defining
each ht using Equation 1.
We developed two different progressive learning algorithms (see Appendix A for details). Lifelong
Learning Forest (L2F) uses decision forests as the transformers, specifically a variant of decision forests
called ‘Uncertainty Forest’ (UF) [25]. To obtain consistent estimates of the posteriors, each tree is
‘honest’, meaning that it uses each data point for either learning the transformer or voter, but not both [26,
27]. Lifelong Learning Network (L2N) uses deep networks as the transformers, using an architecture
previously demonstrated to achieve best in class lifelong learning [28], with five pre-trained convolutional
layers followed by two fully-connected layers each containing 2,000 nodes with ReLU non-linearities and
a softmax output layer. We trained this network using cross-entropy loss and the Adam optimizer [29] to
learn the transformer. Posteriors are estimated with k-Nearest Neighbors [30].
4 Illustrating Progressive Learning with L2F
4.1 Progressive learning in a simple environment Consider a very simple two-task environment:
Gaussian XOR and Gaussian Not-XOR (N-XOR) (Figure 2, see Appendix B for details). The two tasks
share the exact same discriminant boundaries: the coordinate axes. Thus, transferring from one task to
the other merely requires learning a bit flip. We compare L2F to UF.
L2F and UF achieve the same generalization error on XOR, but UF does not improve its performance
on XOR with N-XOR data (because it is a single task algorithm and therefore does not operate on
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other task data), whereas the performance of L2F continues to improve on XOR given N-XOR data,
demonstrating forward transfer (bottom left). The generalization error on N-XOR (where UF was trained
only on XOR) is at chance levels until the first N-XOR data arrive. L2F reduces error more rapidly than
UF, demonstrating backward transfer (bottom center).
In this setting, forward transfer efficiency is the expected ratio of generalization errors for N-XOR,
and backward transfer efficiency is the ratio of the generalization errors for XOR. For XOR, backward
transfer efficiency is one until N-XOR data arrive, and then it quickly ramps up prior to saturating (bottom
right). For N-XOR, forward transfer efficiency of L2F shoots up when N-XOR data arrive, but eventually
converges to the same limiting performance of UF.
4.2 Progressive learning in adversarial environments Statistics has a rich history of robust learn-
ing [31], and machine learning has recently focused on adversarial learning [32]. However, in both cases
the focus is on adversarial examples, rather than adversarial tasks. In the context of progressive learning,
we informally define a task t to be adversarial with respect to task t′ if the true joint distribution of task t,
without any domain adaptation, has no information about task t′. In other words, training data from task t
can only add noise, rather than signal, for task t′. An adversarial task for Gaussian XOR is Gaussian
Rotated-XOR (R-XOR) (Figure 2, top right). Training on R-XOR therefore impedes the performance of
L2F on XOR, and thus backward transfer falls below one, demonstrating a graceful forgetting. Because
R-XOR is more difficult than XOR for L2F (because the discriminant boundaries are oblique [33]), and
because the discriminant boundaries are learned imperfectly with finite data, data from XOR can actually
improve performance on R-XOR, and thus forward transfer is above one.
To further investigate this relationship, we designed a suite of R-XOR examples, varying the rotation
angle θ between 0◦ and 360◦, sampling 100 points from XOR, and another 100 from each R-XOR
(Figure 2, bottom left). As the angle increases from 0◦ to 45◦, BTE flips from positive (≈ 1.8) to negative
(≈ 0.6). The 45◦-XOR is the maximally adversarial R-XOR. Thus, as the angle increases, BTE increases
back up to ≈ 1.8 at 90◦, which has an identical discriminant boundary to XOR. When θ is fixed at 10◦,
BTE is non-monotonic with respect to sample size, first decreasing down to and below 1, and then
increasing back up to one.
Together, these experiments indicate that the amount of transfer can be a complex function of the
difficulty of learning good representations for each task, the relationship between the two tasks, and the
sample size of each. Appendix B further investigates this phenomenon in a multi-spiral environment.
5 Real data experiments
5.1 Vision Benchmarks The CIFAR 100 challenge [34], consists of 50,000 training and 10,000 test
samples, each a 32x32 RGB image of a common object, from one of 100 possible classes, such
as apples and bicycles. CIFAR 10x10 divides these data into 10 tasks, each with 10 classes [11]
(see Appendix C for details). We compare L2F and L2N, to several state of the art deep learning
based lifelong learning algorithms, including Deconvolution-Factorized CNNs (DF-CNN) [11], elastic
weight consolidation (EWC) [12], Online EWC [15], Synaptic Intelligence (SI) [13], Learning without
Forgetting (LwF) [14], and Progressive Neural Networks (Prog-NN) [10]. The implementations for all
of the algorithms are adapted from open source codes [11, 35], modified to work on the CIFAR 10x10
setting without any other changes in the parameters. Figure 3 shows the forward and backward transfer
efficiency for each algorithm on this benchmark dataset with 500 samples per task (see Appendix C for
additional results).
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Figure 2: Lifelong Forests demonstrate forward and backward transfer. First row : 750 samples from Gauss-
ian XOR (left), N-XOR (center, which has the same optimal discriminant boundary as XOR) and R-XOR (right,
which has a discriminant boundary which is uninformative, and therefore adversarial, to XOR). Second row :
Generalization error for XOR (left) and N-XOR (right) of both L2F and UF. L2F outperforms UF on XOR when
N-XOR data is available (left), and on N-XOR when XOR data are available (right). Third row : Transfer Efficiency
of L2F. The forward (dashed) and backward (solid) curves are the ratio of the generalization error of L2F to UF (left).
L2F demonstrates both forward and backward transfer in this environment. In an adversarial task setting (XOR
followed by R-XOR), L2F gracefully forgets XOR while positively forward transferring to R-XOR (right). Bottom row :
BTE with respect to XOR is greater than 1 when the optimal decision boundary of θ-XOR is similar to that of XOR
(e.g. angles near 0◦ and 90◦), and less than 1 when the discriminant boundary is uninformative, and therefore
adversarial, to XOR (e.g. angles near 45◦, left) . BTE with respect to XOR versus 10◦-XOR. BTE is a nonlinear
function of the training sample size (right).
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Figure 3: Performance of different algorithms on the CIFAR 10x10 vision experiments. Top: Forward (left),
backward (center), and final (right) transfer efficiency of various resource building algorithms. L2F and L2N
consistently demonstrate both forward and backward transfer for each task, whereas Prog-NN and DF-CNN do not.
Bottom left and center : Same as above but comparing each algorithm with a fixed amount of resources. L2F is the
only approach that demonstrate forward or backward transfer. Bottom right : Building and recruiting ensembles are
two boundaries of a continuum, with hybrid models in the middle. L2F achieves lower (better) generalization error
than other approaches until 5,000 training samples on the new task are available.
Resource Growing Experiments We first compare L2F and L2N to state-of-the-art resource
growing algorithms: Prog-NN and DF-CNN (Figure 3, top panels). Both L2F and L2N demonstrate
positive forward transfer for every task (L2F increases nearly monotonically), indicating they are robust
to distributional shift in ways that Prog-NN and DF-CNN are not. L2N and L2F uniquely demonstrate
positive backwards transfer, L2N is actually monotonically increasing, indicating that with each new task,
performance on all prior tasks increases (and L2F nearly monotonically increases BTE as well). In
contrast, while neither Prog-NN nor DF-CNN exhibit catastrophic forgetting, they also do not exhibit any
positive backward transfer. Final transfer efficiency per task n is the transfer efficiency associated with
that task having seen all the data. L2F and L2N both demonstrate positive final transfer efficiency for all
tasks, whereas Prog-NN and DF-CNN both exhibit negative final transfer efficiency for at least one task.
One could think of this experiment as fixing the total amount of resources a priori, and only leveraging
them sequentially. For each algorithm, the size of the ensemble transformer increases proportional to
the number of tasks, |Tn|. In other words, the algorithms trained on 10 tasks leverage 10× as many
nodes in the network (ignoring the input nodes). In a sense, comparing these algorithms to the single
task learners is fair, because given 10 tasks, with each single task learner operating independently,
the set of 10 single task learners is 10× larger than any of the individual single task learners. More
generally, the size of the union of transformers of single task learners with |Tn| tasks is proportional to
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|Tn|. Without placing restrictions on the sequence of tasks, to guarantee an algorithm does not forget,
additional resources will always be required. This follows immediately from universal consistency results
that may require arbitrarily complex discriminant boundaries to achieve Bayes error [30].
Resource Constrained Experiments It is possible that the above algorithms are leveraging addi-
tional resources to improve performance without meaningfully transferring information between repre-
sentations. To address this concern, we devised ‘resource constrained’ variants of transfer efficiency.
In these constrained variants, we compare the lifelong learning algorithm to its single task variant, but
ensure that they both have the same amount of resources. For example, on Task 2, we would compare
L2N with 20 trees (10 trained on 500 samples from task 1, and another 10 trained on 500 samples
from task 2) to UF with 20 trees (all trained on 500 samples task 2). If L2N is able to meaningfully
transfer information across tasks, then its resource-constrained FTE and BTE will still be positive. Indeed,
FTE remains positive on all tasks, and BTE is actually invariant to this change (Figure 3, bottom left
and center). In contrast, all of the previously developed algorithms that have fixed resources exhibit
negative forward and backward transfer. Moreover, they also all exhibit negative final transfer efficiency
on average (Figure 3, top right). Note that in this experiment, building the single task learners actually
required substantially more resources, specifically, 10+ 20+ · · ·+100 trees. In general, to ensure single
task learners use the same amount of resources per task as progressive learners requires O(|Tn|2)
resources, where as L2F only requires O(|Tn|), a polynomial reduction in resources.
This experiment is particularly easy to perform using forest-based representation ensembling
algorithms, because adding trees is very simple and straightforward. While performing the same
experiment with deep network based representation ensembling algorithms, such as L2N and Prog-NN,
is conceptually possible, exactly how to add nodes (e.g., more layers, wider layers, some combination of
the two), is more complicated [36], so we leave it for future work.
In summary, L2N and L2F both demonstrate final transfer efficiency after seeing all 10 tasks that
is larger than one for every single task.Comparing with previously proposed algorithms, only Prog-NN
has positive mean TE, but its means is lower than L2N’s and L2F’s, and Prog-NN sometimes exhibits
negative transfer.
Resource Recruiting Experiments Given this, we wonder whether one could more effectively
leverage existing resources. The binary distinction we made above, algorithms either build resources or
reallocate them, is a false dichotomy, and biologically unnatural. In biological learning, systems develop
from building to recruiting resources. We therefore trained L2F on the first nine CIFAR 10x10 tasks using
50 trees per task, with 500 samples per task. For the tenth task, we could (i) select the 50 trees (out of
the 450 existing trees) that perform best on task 10 (recruiting), (ii) train 50 new trees, as L2F would
normally do (building), (iii) build 25 and recruit 25 trees (hybrid), or (iv) ignore all prior trees (UF). L2F
outperforms other approaches except when 5,000 training samples are available (Figure 3, bottom right),
demonstrating that the relative performance of these approaches depends on the available resources
and sample size. This result motivates future work to investigate optimal strategies for determining how
to optimally leverage existing resources given a new task.
Adversarial Experiments Consider the same CIFAR 10x10 experiment above, but, for tasks 2
through 9, randomly permuted the class labels within each task, rendering each of those tasks adversarial
with regard to the 1st task. Figure 4 (left) indicates that transfer efficiency for both L2F and L2N is
invariant to such label shuffling (the other algorithms also seem invariant to label shuffling, but did not
demonstrate transfer).
Now, consider a Rotated CIFAR experiment, which uses only data from the 1st task, divided into two
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Figure 4: Extended CIFAR 10x10 experiments. Left : Shuffling class labels within tasks two through nine with
500 samples each demonstrates both L2F and L2N can still achieve positive backward transfer. Right : L2F and
L2N are nearly invariant to rotations, whereas other approaches fail to transfer even when the data from a second
task is sampled from an identical distribution as the first task (0 angle).
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Figure 5: Lifelong Forests demonstrate positive backwards transfer in both language applications: identification
(left) and type detection (right).
equally sized subsets (making two tasks), where the second subset is rotated (Figure 4, right). Transfer
efficiency of both L2F and L2N is nearly invariant to rotation angle, whereas approaches fail to transfer
for any angle. Note that zero rotation angle corresponds to the two tasks having identical distributions;
the fact that none of the other algorithms transfer even in this setting suggests that they cannot transfer
at all.
5.2 Language Benchmarks In L2N, the transformers, {ut}, are convolutional networks, but in L2F,
the transformers ignore the fact that the data are images, rendering them appropriate to use for other
data modalities out-of-the-box. We consider two natural language processing environments, both using
8 million sentences downloaded from Wikipedia, and trained a 16 dimensional Fasttext [37] embedding
of tokenized words and 2-4 character n-grams from these sentences. These embeddings served as the
input to our ensembling representation algorithms (see Appendix D for details). In the first experiment,
the goal was to identify the language associated with a given sentence. In the second experiment, the
goal was to identify which of 20 different Bing entity types best matches a word or phrase. For example,
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the entity type for “Johns Hopkins University” is “education.school”. Figure 5 shows L2F demonstrates
backwards transfer in both of these environments for nearly all tasks.
6 Discussion We introduced representation ensembling as an approach to progressive learning. The
two specific algorithms we developed, L2F and L2N, demonstrate the possibility of achieving both
forward and backward transfer, due to leveraging resources (transformers) learned for other tasks.
Forest-based representation ensembling approaches can easily add new resources when appropriate.
This work therefore motivates further work on deep nets to enable dynamically adding resources when
appropriate [38].
To achieve backward transfer, the approaches presented herein stored old data to vote on the newly
learned transformers. Note that in our approach, each training sample is used only once to learn a
transformer, no matter how many tasks are presented, making transformer computation scale linearly
with number of tasks. In contrast, if one were to relearn transformers (representations) by pooling data
as new data arrive, the computational requirement would scale quadratically with the number of tasks.
Nonetheless, a natural extension of this work would obviate the need to store any data, perhaps by
leveraging replay [12].
While we employed representation ensembling to address catastrophic forgetting, the paradigm of
ensembling representations rather than learners can be readily applied more generally. For example,
‘batch effects’ (sources of variability unrelated to the scientific question of interest) have plagued many
fields of inquiry, including neuroscience [39] and genomics [40]. Similarly, federated learning is becoming
increasingly central in AI, due to its importance in differential privacy [41]. This may be particularly
important in light of global pandemics such as COVID-19, where combining small datasets across
hospital systems could enable more rapid discoveries [42]. Thus, in future work, we will apply and extend
representation ensembling to address these and other issues.
Finally, biological learning leverages ensembles of representations, so we hope this work motivates
a tighter connection between biological and machine learning. By carefully designing experiments in
which both behaviors and brain are observed while learning across multiple tasks (possibly in multiple
stages of neural development or degeneration), we may be able to learning more about how biological
agents are able to progressively learn so efficiently, and transfer that learning to building more effective
artificial intelligences. In the meantime, our code, including code to reproduce the experiments in this
mansucript, is available from https://github.com/neurodata/progressive-learning.
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Appendix A. Progressive Learning Algorithms.
A.1 Lifelong Learning Forests A Lifelong Forest (L2F) is a decision forest-based instance of ensem-
bling representations. For each task, the transformer ut of a L2F is a decision forest [1, 2]. The leaf
nodes of each decision tree partition the input space X [3]. The representation of x ∈ X corresponding
to a single tree can be a one-hot encoded Lb-dimensional vector with a “1" in the location corresponding
to the leaf x falls into of tree b. The representation of x resulting from the collection of trees simply
concatenates the B one-hot vectors from the B trees. Thus, the the transformer ut is the mapping
from X to a B-sparse vector of length ∑Bb=1 Lb. The in-task and cross-task posteriors are learned
by populating the cells of the partitions and taking class votes with out-of-bag samples, as in ‘honest
trees’ [3, 4, 5]. The in-task and cross-task posteriors output the average normalized class votes across
the collection of trees, adjusted for finite sample bias [6]. The decider wt averages the in-task and
cross-task posterior estimates and outputs argmax to produce a single prediction, as per (1). Recall
that honest decision forests are universally consistent classifiers and regressors [5], meaning that with
sufficiently large sample sizes, under suitable though general assumptions, they will converge to minimize
risk. The single task version of this approaches simplifies to an approach called ‘Uncertainty Forests’
(UF) [6].
Table 1: Hyperparameters for L2F in CIFAR experiments.
Hyperparameters Value
n_estimators (500 training samples per task) 10
n_estimators (5000 training samples per task) 40
max_depth log2 (sample #)
max_samples 0.63
min_samples_leaf 1
A.2 Lifelong Learning Networks A Lifelong Network (L2N) is a deep network (DN)-based instance
of ensembling representations. For each task, the transformer ut in an L2N is the “backbone” of a DN,
including all but the final layer. Thus, each ut maps an element of X to an element of Rd, where d is the
number of neurons in the penultimate layer of the DN. In practice, we use the architecture described
in [7] as “5 pre-trained convolutional layers followed by 2 fully-connected layers each containing 2000
nodes with ReLU non-linearities and a softmax output layer." We trained this network using cross-entropy
loss and the Adam optimizer [8] to learn the transformer. In-task and cross-task voters are learned
via k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) [9]. Recall that a k-NN, with k chosen such that as the number of
samples n goes to infinity k goes to infinity and kn → 0, is a universally consistent classifier [9]. We use
k = 16 log2 n, which satisfies these conditions.
A.3 Previous State of the Art Algorithms We compared our approaches to six reference lifelong
learning methods. These algorithms can be classified into two groups based on whether they build
or recruit resources given new tasks. Among them, Prog-NN [10] and DF-CNN [11] learn new tasks
by building new resources. The other four algorithms, EWC [12], Online-EWC [13], SI [14] and LwF
[15], recruit existing resources. EWC, Online-EWC and SI rely on preferentially updating the network
parameters depending on their relative importance to the previous task. On the other hand, LwF predicts
the labels of the input data from the current task using the model trained on the previous tasks. These
predicted labels act as the soft targets for the current training data, i.e., (input data, soft target) pairs
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are used in the regularization term with the (input data, original target) pairs being used in the main
loss function. This prevents the deviation of the parameters too much from the optimum value for the
previous tasks while at the same time, it enables the network to learn a new task. The implementations
for all of the algorithms are adapted from open source codes [11, 16]. The codes are modified to work
on the CIFAR 10x10 setting without any change in the parameters.
In these implementations, Prog-NN and DF-CNN have the same architecture for each column
introduced for each task. Each column has an input layer followed by 4 convolutional layer with size
3× 3× 32, 3× 3× 32, 3× 3× 64 and 3× 3× 64, respectively. It is followed by a fully-connected layer
with 64 nodes and an output layer with 10 nodes. ReLU activation was used after each layer. The other
algorithms use a common architecture with input layers defined by the size of the input data, two hidden
layers with 400 nodes each and a multi-headed output layer (different output layers for different tasks).
Different algorithms only differ in the way they penalize the update of network parameters for the current
task based on the previous tasks. Each of these algorithms has 1.4M parameters in total.
Appendix B. Simulated Results.
In each simulation, we constructed an environment with two tasks. For each, we sample 750 times
from the first task, followed by 750 times from the second task. These 1,500 samples comprise the
training data. We sample another 1,000 hold out samples to evaluate the algorithms.
We fit an Uncertainty Forest (UF) (an honest forest with a finite-sample correction [6]) and a Lifelong
Forest (L2F). We repeat this process 30 times to obtain errorbars. Errorbars in all cases were negligible.
B.1 Gaussian XOR Gaussian XOR is two class classification problem with equal class priors. Condi-
tioned on being in class 0, a sample is drawn from a mixture of two Gaussians with means± [0.5, 0.5]T ,
and variances proportional to the identity matrix. Conditioned on being in class 1, a sample is drawn
from a mixture of two Gaussians with means ± [0.5, −0.5]T , and variances proportional to the identity
matrix. Gaussian N-XOR is the same distribution as Gaussian XOR with the class labels flipped. Rotated
XOR (R-XOR) rotates XOR by θ◦ degrees.
B.2 Spirals Consider an environment with a three spiral and five spiral task (Figure 1). In this
environment, axis-aligned splits are inefficient, because the optimal partitions are better approximated
irregular polytopes than the orthotopes provided by axis-aligned splits. The three spiral data helps the
five spiral performance because the optimal partitioning for these two tasks is relatively similar to one
another, as indicated by forward transfer increasing with increased five spiral data. This is despite the
fact that the five spiral task requires more fine partitioning than the three spiral task. Because L2F
grows relatively deep trees, it over-partitions space, thereby rendering tasks with more coarse optimal
decision boundaries useful for tasks with more fine optimal decision boundaries. The five spiral data
also improves the three spiral performance, as long as there are a sufficient number of samples from the
five spiral task to adequately estimate the posteriors within each cell.
A description of the distributions for the two tasks is as follows: let K be the number of classes and
S ∼ multinomial( 1K~1K , n). Conditioned on S, each feature vector is parameterized by two variables,
the radius r and the turn t. For each class, the radii r of the samples are evenly spaced between 0
and 1 and the turns t are evenly spaced between 4pi(k−1)turnsKK and
4pi(k)turnsK
K where turnsK is the
maximum number of "turns" of a given class spiral. Finally, we add zero-mean Gaussian noise to t,
t′ = t+Gaussian(0, σ2K). The variance of the Gaussian noise σ
2
K is a function of the number of classes.
The feature vector is then given by (r cos(t′), r sin(t′)). In 1, turns3 = 2.5 and turns5 = 3.5 with σ23 = 3
and σ25 = 1.875.
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Figure 1: Top: 750 samples from 3 spirals (left) and 5 spirals (right). Bottom left : L2F outperforms UF on 3 spirals
when 5 spirals data is available, demonstrating backward transfer in L2F. Bottom center : L2F outperforms UF on 5
spirals when 3 spirals data is available, demonstrating forward transfer in L2F. Bottom right : Transfer Efficiency of
L2F. The forward (solid) and backward (dashed) curves are the ratio of the generalization error of L2F to UF in
their respective figures. L2F demonstrates decreasing forward transfer and increasing backward transfer in this
environment.
Table 2: Task splits for CIFAR 10x10.
Task # Image Classes
1 apple, aquarium fish, baby, bear, beaver, bed, bee, beetle, bicycle, bottle
2 bowl, boy, bridge, bus, butterfly, camel, can, castle, caterpillar
3 chair, chimpanzee, clock, cloud, cockroach, couch, crab, crocodile, cup, dinosaur
4 dolphin, elephant, flatfish, forest, fox, girl, hamster, house, kangaroo, keyboard
5 lamp, lawn mower, leopard, lion, lizard, lobster, man, maple tree, motor cycle, mountain
6 mouse, mushroom, oak tree, orange, orchid, otter, palm tree, pear, pickup truck, pine tree
7 plain, plate, poppy, porcupine, possum, rabbit, raccoon, ray, road, rocket
8 rose, sea, seal, shark, shrew, skunk, skyscraper, snail, snke, spider
9 squirrel, streetcar, sunflower, sweet pepper, table, tank, telephone, television, tiger, tractor
10 train, trout, tulip, turtle, wardrobe, whale, willow tree, wolf, woman, worm
Appendix C. CIFAR 10x10 Extended Results.
C.1 CIFAR 10x10 Table 2 shows the image classes associated with each task number. Figure 2
shows forward (top left), backward (top right), and final (bottom left) transfer efficiency for all algorithms
given 5,000 samples per task. Notably, only L2F and L2N have mean final transfer efficiency greater
than 1 for 5,000 samples per task, and only L2N also has minimum transfer efficiency greater than 1.
The recruitment experiment for 5,000 samples (bottom right) shows qualitatively similar results as the
one with 500 samples.
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Figure 2: Performance of different algorithms on CIFAR 10x10 vision dataset for 5,000 training samples per task.
L2N maintains approximately the same forward transfer (left) and backward transfer (right) efficiency as those for
500 samples per task whereas other algorithms show reduced or nearly unchanged transfer. L2F still demonstrates
positive forward, backward, and final transfer, unlike the previous state-of-the-art algorithms, which demonstrate
forgetting, sometimes catastrophically.
C.2 Repeated Classes We also considered the setting where each task is defined by a random
sampling of 10 out of 100 classes with replacement. This environment is designed to demonstrate the
effect of tasks with shared subtasks, which is a common property of real world learning tasks. This
setting generalizes the previously proposed “Class-Incremental” and “Task-Incremental” distinction [16].
Figure 3 shows transfer efficiency of L2F and L2N on Task 1.
Appendix D. Language Experiments.
D.1 Language Detection 10x3 We downloaded a language identification corpus consisting of around
8 million sentences and 350 languages from https://tatoeba.org/eng/downloads, and trained
a 16 dimensional Fasttext [17] embedding of tokenized words and 2-4 character n-grams from these
sentences using a character based skip-gram model without using the language labels. We then picked
30 languages and randomly chose 150 sentences for training and 2500 sentences for testing for every
language but Bosnian. For Bosnian we used 150 sentences for training and 396 sentences for testing
due to a limited number of samples. A sentence embedding is found by averaging all L2-normalized
word and n-grams embedding vectors within a sentence.
We split the 30 languages into ten 3 class tasks and tasks are presented one at a time. Class splits
are given in Table 3. The backward transfer efficiencies of Lifelong Forests for the ten tasks are shown in
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Figure 3: L2F and L2N transfer knowledge effectively when tasks share common classes. Each task is a random
selection of 10 out of the 100 CIFAR-100 classes. Both L2F and L2N demonstrate monotonically increasing
transfer efficiency for up to 30 tasks.
CIFAR image 45  rotated CIFAR image
Figure 4: Left : An example of the CIFAR-100 images. Right : The same image rotated by 45◦.
the left panel of Figure 5. Lifelong Forests, generally, transfer knowledge across the stream of tasks.
D.2 Entity Type Detection 5x4 An entity type is a label of an entity, such as "Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity", that provides a description of the entity, such as "education.school". We obtained a proprietary
entity name and type table from Bing catalogs. For each entity we generated an embedding using a
pre-trained English Fasttext of 1 million-word vectors trained on Wikipedia 2017, UMBC webbase corpus
and statmt.org news datasets (16 billion tokens). The entity name embedding used was the summation
of the L2-normalized vectors of for all tokens corresponding to the entity name.
We took the entity name embedding vectors for 20 entity types. For each type, we used 10,000 entity
names for training and 1,000 entity names as a testing set. That is, we classified entity types based on
their names. We split the 20 entity types into 5 tasks of 4 classes each. Tasks are presented one at a
time. Entity types and task splits are given in Table 4. The backward transfer efficiencies corresponding
to each task are shown in the right panel of Figure 5. Again, Lifelong Forests transfer knowledge across
the stream of tasks.
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Table 3: Task splits for language detection 10x3.
Task Number Language Classes
1 Swedish, Norwegian BokmÃeˇl, Danish
2 Mandarin Chinese, Yue Chinese, Wu Chinese
3 Russian, Ukrainian, Polish
4 Spanish, Italian, Portuguese
5 Finnish, Hungarian, Estonian
6 English, Dutch, German
7 Croatian, Serbian, Bosnian
8 Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese
9 Hebrew, Arabic, Hindi
10 French, Catalan, Breton
Table 4: Class splits for Entity Type Detection 5x4.
Task Number Entity Type Classes
1 american_football.player, biology.organism_classification, book.author, book.book
2 book.edition, book.written_work, business.operation, commerce.consumer_product
3 education.field_of_study, education.school, film.actor, film.character
4 film.film, media_common.actor, music.artist, music.group
5 organization.organization, people.person, tv.series_episode, tv.program
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